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ABSTRACT: Six Sigma，as is a highly effective method，has been widely used in the process of product innovation
design, and achieved good results. In this paper based on the Six Sigma method, from the perspective of user
requirements and the analysis of the existing problems of the rewinding machine, the basic design process is established
based on the DMADV model, and then combine with the TRIZ, KJ theory and other innovative methods, design a tape
machine to meet the requirements of the user. The adhesive tape rewinding machine can realize the roll angle
controllable, winding length controllable, constant tension control function.
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INTRODUCTION
At present, China has become a big country of production and consumption of adhesive tape, according to incomplete
statistics, the domestic exist hundreds of enterprises engaged in adhesive tape production. Along with the continuous
development of the level of mechanization, and the continuous emergence of new materials, all kinds of adhesive tape
products have been widely used in food, medicine, textile, industrial production, wood processing and other fields. As
users increasingly high quality of the tape volumes required standard, which causes the emphasis on the production
equipment is also gradually increased. As in the tape winder whole production process of the original tape volume
conversion into line with the needs of users of different specifications of the finished product volumes indispensable
processing equipment, its own features will seriously affect the quality of the finished tape. At present, the TZ-802,
1300 and other types of the rewinding machine [1-3] which is widely used in the production of adhesive tape can meet
the general requirements of adhesive tape production, but it is not effective to solve the adhesive tape in the discharge
end can be a constant controllable angle output, and the resulting tension instability, stress accumulation, serious
deformation of adhesive tape and rolling end finished due to customer requirements of different sizes, when the roll
diameter changes the volume, film line speed changes, and thus lead to deterioration of the quality of the finished
adhesive tape, and other issues. Therefore, the development and design of the adhesive tape rewinding machine to meet
the requirements of the actual production, and then improve the quality of the products is the primary problem that the
enterprise needs to overcome.
DESIGN FOR SIX SIGMA
To meet the enterprise production requirements of tape rewinding machine, we should start with the user demand point
of view，according to the actual production enterprises, and on the basis of the present stage the study of the rewinding
machine that is widely used , considering the tape rewinding machine user needs and functional requirements,
combining with the adhesive tape rewinding machine innovation design with strong innovative, high technology mature
degree and other characteristics, we must rely on a withstand scrutiny of the design process, and the design process of
Six Sigma can product design and technical personnel to complete the effective implementation of the innovation.
Six Sigma (6σ) [4] is a set of scientific tools and management methods, it is proven quality principles and techniques of
rigorous, centralized and efficient implementation. DFSS (Design for Six Sigma) is suitable for the development of new
or subversive re design products, can accurately understand and grasp customer needs, reduce costs and improve the
quality of design. The DMADV model is the most effective part of the Six Sigma design (DFSS), DMADV is compose
of Define, Measure, Analyze and Design and Verify of five parts, It is a very precise process method for questions
improvement .
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So this article will take DMADV model as building the roll Angle control rewinding machine process model of matrix,
and its improvement for DMDOV model as is the roll Angle control rewinding machine basic design process, the first
for the needs of functional analysis further innovation program design, can be obtained as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. DMDOV flow chart of innovation design in roll angle controlled rewinding machine.
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The roll Angle control rewinding machine DMDOV process used in different stages of the innovation methods in the
order:
Firstly, the demand for acquisition and expression, competitive, constraint condition, technical maturity and advanced
analysis, demand transformation, to determine the main requirements and technical characteristics; as the first step in
the innovation design of the rewinding machine, omission or misunderstanding the needs of users could lead to a
completely wrong definition of product. Six HE analysis [5, 6] Compared with brainstorming and materials analysis can
be carried out a full analysis of various factors, and thus obtain a more comprehensive user's needs.
Secondly, demand analysis, transformation, we need to determine the main requirements and technical characteristics of
the rewinding machine at this stage. QFD (Quality Function Deployment) is a product design and planning method for
customer needs. It is able to convert the user’s demand information reasonably and effectively to the technical
objectives and operating control procedures for the product development phase, and the user's needs are integrated into
the entire life cycle of product design [7, 8], QFD which is Different from the traditional passive and reactive product
development mode has been transformed into a kind of active and preventive type of modern product design and
development model. It has become a kind of product design and development methodology driven by customer demand
[9].
Thirdly, functional analysis and decomposition; KJ method [10] can effectively implement the innovative design
features of the product to collate classification, exclude unnecessary or cumbersome function of rewinder machine, and
supplement insufficient capabilities to meet user requirements. Compared with the traditional the Kano model of
product function classification, it can better find targeted goals from various angles, it is more helpful to look for the
point of penetration to improve the product satisfaction.
Fourthly, the design of the scheme, the function and structure model is a classical function plan design model, FBS
(Function-Behavior-Structure) model is added on the basis of the behavior, has been widely recognized. Task Force [11]
refer to the function - the structural model and FBS, and consider the factors that principle or effector to get functional
scheme design’s function - principles - behavior - structure (FPBS) process. Because roll angle controllable constant
tension adhesive tape rewinder machine innovation design involves more creative and improving, following the steps of
FPBS for rewinding machine innovation design is effective.
Fifthly, optimize the design stage, the focus of the innovation design of the rewinding machine, is the key to innovation.
If there is a problem or conflict in the scheme of the rewinding machine, it also needs to improve the optimization design.
TRIZ theory that the core of the problem is to solve the conflict, in the design process of the product, constantly find
conflicts, and use the principle of invention to solve the conflict, and ultimately to achieve the ideal of innovative
solutions [12, 13]. Compared with other innovations, TRIZ theory not only found the method to solve the problem, but
also provides us with the tools and the path to solve the problem, with strong logic and efficiency.
Sixthly, the verification stage, verify whether the new type of the machine to achieve the expectations, and ultimately
come to the innovative solutions.
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Integrated above of the new rewinding machine design in different stages of the innovation design method, based on six
sigma rewinding machine innovation design process model, this is a complete rewinding machine innovation design
process model, is also the process of continuous innovation, each stage has innovation methods to guide the innovation
of the rewinding machine. As shown in Figure 1:
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Figure 1. Procedural model of Innovation design in rewinding machine based on DMDOV procedure.
Rewinder machine innovative design process model based on 6σ the DMADV process is described as: Firstly, the
definition stage, using 5W1H method for requirements acquisition and expression, and using QFD method to carry out
the competition, constraint condition, technology maturity and advanced analysis, and the need for transformation,
transformation into technical characteristics; Secondly, the measurement stage, using the KJ method to determine the
functional analysis; Thirdly, the development and design stage, FPBS method is used for the preliminary design
scheme; Fourth, optimization of the design stage, the use of TRIZ tools to integrated optimization design, as an example
to further improve the function structure of rewinding machine design, solve the problems of conflict existing in the
original plan; Fifthly, the validation stage, the designer according to the available experience and the existing
knowledge of rewinding machine to verify whether the new rewinding machine achieve expected, if it cannot meet the
expectations ,it will return function analysis stage to re-analysis and design, such as meet the expectations and get the
innovative design scheme for rewinding machine.
REWINDING MACHINE INNOVATION DESIGN
Requirements Acquisition and Analysis
The investigation and in-depth comparative analysis by using 5W1H method, we found that the existing adhesive tape
rewinding machine has the following problems: 1) In the transfer process, the film tension is not stable, the stress is
accumulated, and the adhesive tape is prone to deformation and damage. 2) Because of the rotary movement of the drum
the adhesive tape cannot be output in a constant controllable angle on unwinding end, which causes the fluctuation of
the belt tension. 3) When the winding diameter of the winding end is changed, the speed of the film is changed, that lead
to the quality of the adhesive tape get poor. 4) Because of the long transmission, the transmission of the horizontal
position of the terminal is not stable, there is a deviation, resulting adhesive tape in the roll which is not easy to collect
close together. 5) Winding and rewinding flatulence axis for the cantilever beam and the parallelism will decreases with
the increase of production time, thus affecting the quality of adhesive tape. 6) The equipment volume is huge, the
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structure is more complex, the operation is not convenient, the cost is more. By applying KJ method to finish classify the
above mentioned requirements, and named for each class needs and obtain three levels of adhesive tape rewinding
machine demand shown in Figure 2:
First level of demand

Second level of demand

Third level of demand
controllable coiling length

various functions and
high-performance

controllable roll angle
adjustable tensile force and speed
small vibration and zero noise

roll angle controlled
adhesive rewinding
machine

safe and reliable

safe and high reliability
small size and light weight
low cost

economical and
practical

low energy consumption
high working efficiency

Figure 2. Demand hierarchy diagram of adhesive tape rewinding machine.
After comprehensiving reference multiaspec and analysising, we can get the technical requirements and parameters
required for adhesive tape rewinder design includes:
Detection technology, transmission device, automatic control, drive device, structural layout, size parameters, parts
assembly, etc. According to the customer demand importance information, establishing the quality housing (no roof) to
reflect the relationship between the customer demand and the technical requirements of the adhesive tape, as shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Quality house of adhesive tape rewinding machine design.
Functional Analysis
According to section 3.1 obtained Power of technical characteristics, can further corresponding conversion into
preliminary functional requirements for the roll Angle control adhesive tape rewinding machine, We use the functional
analysis is method which is described above, it is possible to define and classify the function of roll angle controlled
adhesive tape rewinding machine in the support of both the knowledge definition ,the knowledge description, the
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knowledge human abstraction ,and the requirements of the above functions which are considered in turn by the
importance of product character after，as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Function hierarchy diagram of adhesive tape rewinding machine.
We can get the roll angle controllable adhesive tape rewinding machine’s functions from Figure 4:unwinding and
rewinding tension stability can be adjusted, the roll Angle can be controlled speed is adjustable and has no obvious
running deviation phenomenon, so rewinding machine transmission is stable, simple control, stable and flexible in the
execution time, and has the good adaptability. At the same time, it is required to reduce the size, reduce the weight,
structure is stable and layout is reasonable.
Scheme Design
After functional analysis, we get determined functions and functional requirements. We can get preliminary design
scheme for roll angle controllable adhesive tape rewinding machine by using FPBS method and in the support of both
knowledge of scientific principles (effect), knowledge of behavior, knowledge of institutional and design examples,
through the function - principle - behavior - structure mapping, and select the structure that meets the functional
requirements. FPBS mapping process as shown in Table 2.
By FPBS design results in 52.02, we can get the initial Scheme design of roll angle controllable constant tension
adhesive tape rewinder machine, as shown in Figure 5. The overall appearance of the rewinder machine is designed for
rectangular form, the root cause of affecting the rewinding machine volume and weight is chosen materials for overall
framework of rewinding machine, the structure and size of the control components and whether the structure of the
overall layout is reasonable, accordingly, the rewinder machine that we design has a short trip, industrial aluminum
profiles are selected to construct the main framework, so choose control driving component with small size and light
weight; Ensure the speed of the machine can be adjusted, the stability and flexibility, we choose the combination of
inverter and speed motor way to ensure that the speed adjustment is flexible, stable operation. We use the programmable
logic controller to ensure that the output speed of the adhesive tape is constant, achieve the goal of control is simple and
accurate. To prevent the adhesive tape in the running process of deviation, we set up a standard laser instrument, to
ensure that its trajectory without deviation. Winding and unwinding adopt air shaft with tape reel that is fixed firmly to
ensure the steady transmission and tension stability of winding and unwinding.
Optimum Design
The function of the appeal part of the structure or components achieve by combining the mapping of functions principles - behavior - structure and understanding the innovation design knowledge of the mechanical and electrical
products. But how to control the tape volume location has still been unresolved. Analysis are as follows: Tape the roll
position will change in the process of unwinding because of the adhesive properties of the adhesive tape roll. So there
will not be any influence only by putting the tape in parallel to the ground and out in the middle of the reel. And stress
accumulation and deformation will not occur. Through the analysis in-depth by using the theory of TRIZ we can find
that in the tape rewinder existing driving conditions, unwinding end run too fast tape volume location will roll out down,
run too slow it will roll out up, and we cannot guarantee that the adhesive tape has always been to the best position of the
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volume. So there is a conflict between the speed of unwinding end and tape the volume location in this design process.
It’s a physical conflict in the theory of TRIZ, and it can be solved by the separation principle.
Table 2. FPBS mapping design of constant tension roll angle controlled adhesive tape rewinding machine.
Product

constant
tension roll
angle
controlled
adhesive
tape rewinding
machine

Order
number
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materials
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3
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Mechanism
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Executive
component
rotational motion

Transport
mechanism

4

Running speed
adjustable

Kinematics and
directional
frictional effect

Running speed
change

Frequency converter
and speed control
motor

5

Running smoothly and
flexibly

Mechanism
dynamics

Conversion
movement

Electromagnetic
relay and frequency
converter

6

Control simple and
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Mechanism
dynamics

Conversion
movement

Plc

7

Transmission stably

Mechanism
dynamics

Conversion
movement

Motor drive
And frequency
converter

8

Structural stability and
reasonable
arrangement

Geometrical
effect and rigid
body mechanics

Structure layout

Cuboid structure

9

Decrease in volume
and weight

Geometrical
effect and scale
effect

Replacement
material and
structure layout

Aluminum profile
and threeDimensional design

Figure 5. The preliminary scheme of constant tension roll angle controlled adhesive tape rewinding machine.
First of all, understanding the correspondence between TRIZ principle and the principle of separation between invention,
and the correspondence is shown in Table 3.
The problem can be seen solved in separating condition solutions by analyzing the physical conflicts encountered. Then
the principle of the separation principle in a query condition corresponding invention, it can be find that theory 23
(Feedback) and 7(Set) [13, 14] which could solve the problem effectively. The specific interpretation of principles of
invention as follows in Table 4.
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Table 3. The correspondence between the principle of separation and invention.
Principle of invention

Separation methods
Spatial separation

1、2、3、4、7、13、17、24、26、30、

Time separation

9、10、11、15、16、18、19、20、21、29、34、37

Condition separation

1、7、25、27、5、22、23、33、6、8、14、25、35、13

Whole and partial separation

12、28、31、32、35、36、38、39、40

Table 4. Principles of invention.
C ontent

Principle of invention

① an object on the second object
, the second object
on the third object in order to proceed ② make an
object through the cavity of another object ③ improve
the separability of the object

7. Set

23.F eedback

① Introducing feedback to improve the process or
action ② If feedback is already there
, change the size
or sensitivity of the feedback control signal.

According to the principles of the invention 7 (Set) which we may think of this design, the tape volume must passes
through a detection zone when it makes out test papers from the best location of the available volume by testing the
position of the tape whether making out test papers from the optimum position.
Then combined with the principles of the invention 23 (Feedback) that on the introduction of a feedback method to
improve the process or operation, introducing two infrared photoelectric sensor and corresponding reflectors. The
schematic display of infrared photoelectric sensor, reflector and tape roll are as follows in Figure 6:

adhesive tape

reflector

30°

infrared photoelectric
sensor

30°

Figure 6. The adhesive tape volume output location map.
Sensors can transmit and receive light signals to the mirror, and output an electrical signal to the PLC. When the tape roll
of the volume is above the best position and the sensor which is over the photoelectric cannot receive the corresponding
reflector light emitted, and the sensor over the photoelectric will send pulse signal to the PLC to drive stepper motor
acceleration in order to improve the speed of the unwinding air shaft. Ditto the truth when the tape roll of the volume is
under the best position. Both closed-loop system ultimately achieve the purpose that it’s in the best location of the
volume in permanent.
The second unresolved issue is that keeping constant tension in the end of winding. But the tension in the end of winding
will be unstable because the end of the winding reel diameter will continue to increase over time, and this will lead to the
deformation to effect the quality of the tape. Finally we find the reason is that the technical conflict between the speed
and force by analyzing the theory of TRIZ. And we can solve the problem effectively by the principles of the invention
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28 (mechanical system replacement) through the contradiction matrix. The design scheme of this paper is that we can
introduce a sensor to detect the change of the roll diameter which is in the winding end in time. Then we can output
control signal to taper tension controller which will output the signal to magnetic clutch according to the tape thickness
values previously entered. Finally the magnetic clutch will control the speed of the reel by controlling the adsorption
capacity of magnetic particles to make sure that the constant tension of the winding end.
Verify Scheme and Get Innovative Solutions
We verify the roll angle controllable constant tension adhesive tape rewinding machine design scheme from function,
safety, reliability, and other aspects. After verification, it is compliance with the original user requirements and
enterprise actual production requirements. We get a final innovative program of the roll angle controllable constant
tension tape rewinder machine, as shown in Figure 7:
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Receiving group

compacting roller
receiving
shaft

feeding shaft
planish roller
encoder

magnetic
particle clutch

meter header

stepping motor

AC deceleration
governor
motor
inverter

receiving
motor

governor

electric relay
(control the circuit)

Figure 7. General planning sketch map of roll angle controlled adhesive tape rewinding machine.
The rewinding machine realizes the functions of roll angle can be controlled, film roll flat, winding length can be
controlled, constant tension and winding neatly etc. Industrial aluminum profiles, the main frame ,Winding and
unwinding of simply supported beam structure is easy to install, adjust, remove, high reliability, and ensure the
rewinding machine running stability, U type quickly dismounting bearing seat improves the transfer volume efficiency.
The control device of Total power switch, control panel for tension controller, control panel for inverter, control panel
for meter device is integrated into a control cabinet and placed on the upper end of vacancies at the machine frame. A
uniform panel is convenient to operate and observ for operators. The rewinding machine is beautiful and easy to
transport, it save space cause of compact overall size.
CONCLUSION
We use the six sigma rewinding machine innovation design process model to guide the adhesive tape rewinding
machine design, from the task analysis of determination to the demand analysis of conversion, from the functional
analysis to design and optimization design are strictly follow the design process and use the corresponding innovation
methods, finally we design a new type and satisfied of roll angle controllable constant tension adhesive tape rewinding
machine. The rewinding machine has applied for a patent for invention (application no.: 201510040721 X), authorized
a utility model patents (patent number: ZL 201520058325.5).The validity of the process model for the design of the
complex machine based on Six Sigma is verified.
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